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Jack McMaster at Gaspereau Press
Devil’s Whim Chapbook No. 32

andrew steeves

¶ Illustrator and calligrapher Jack McMaster was a fre-
quent contributor to Gaspereau Press productions. From 
the complex pochoir stencil work he did for a limited 
edition letterpress project to multicolored book jack-
et illustrations, McMaster loved a challenge. His good 
humour, openness and commitment to collaboration 
gave his association with the press a significance beyond 
his skill with pen, pencil and brush. McMaster died in 
September 2016 of complications related to cancer. This 
short chapbook reproduces samples of lettering and 
illustrations McMaster executed for Gaspereau Press 
between 2006 and 2016 and provides both a biographi-
cal sketch and checklist.

FALL 2016

Biography
Publishing History
BIO 025000 
LAN 027000

$2.95
9781554471652
16-page 8vo
chapbook

ALsO AvAILABLe  

Rod McDonald at  
Gaspereau Press  
$2.95 (2015)
9781554471478
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Larkspur Press
Forty Years of Making Letterpress Books  
in a Rural Kentucky Community, 1974–2014,  
Comprised of Interviews, Tributes and An  
Annotated Bibliography, Compiled by Gabrielle 
Fox with Contributions by Many Hands

¶ This book celebrates one of the great twentieth-cen-
tury American private presses, Gray Zeitz’s Larkspur 
Press. After discovering letterpress printing under the 
mentorship of Carolyn Hammer at the University of 
Kentucky, Zeitz established his own press in the rural 
village of Monterey, Kentucky. Using metal type and 
traditional tools, he has produced finely crafted and yet 
wholly approachable books and broadsides, largely by 
and for his Kentucky community—a community which 
includes such authors as Wendell Berry, Guy Davenport, 
James Baker Hall, Bobbie Ann Mason, Richard Taylor and 
Maureen Morehead. Compiled by Gabrielle Fox, this 
book is comprised of an interview with Zeitz, tributes 
by friends of the press, an extensive bibliography of the 
press’s books and broadsides, over 80 photos, and a sam-
pler letterpress printed by Gray Zeitz at Larkspur Press. 

“Larkspur Press … would attract and deserve my admira-
tion if I came upon it anywhere. But it is not ‘anywhere.’ It 
is very particularly somewhere, doing its good, beautiful, 
necessary work …” wendell Berry

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 320 
pages trimmed to 5.3 × 8.5 inches. Includes a 16-page let-
terpress section and a 16-page colour section. Bound in 
a paper cover and enfolded in a tan letterpress-printed 
jacket. The jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand 
paper mill in Montreal. Typeset in Emerson.

Biography
Publishing History
BIO 025000 
LAN 027000

$41.95
9781554471621 
320-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

FALL 2016
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Glenn Goluska in Toronto
andrew steeves, editor

¶ The text of this book is based on a 2011 interview given 
by book designer and letterpress printer Glenn Goluska 
(1947–2011). In his narrative, Goluska reflects on the 
Toronto typographic scene of the late 1970s and early 
1980s. This was a period of both technological chaos 
and extraordinary innovation in the typographic trade, 
as metal type and letterpress printing equipment were 
discarded in favour of a succession of photo- and digi-
tal-based type composition systems. Goluska describes 
his immersion in Toronto’s thriving small press avant 
guard, from his friendships with typographers Stan Bev-
ington, Robert MacDonald and William Rueter to his 
work with authors Margaret Atwood, Michael Ondaatje, 
bpNichol and Robert Kroetsch. Born in Chicago, Goluska 
studied modern languages at the University of Toronto. 
After establishing his reputation typesetting books at 
Toronto’s infamous Coach House Press in the late 1970s, 
Goluska went on to found his own letterpress imprints 
(Imprimerie Dromadaire and Nightshade Press) and 
to design for both the Canadian Centre for Architec-
ture and McGill-Queen’s University Press in Montreal. 
In 2011, he was awarded the Alcuin Society of Canada’s 
Robert R. Reid Award for his outstanding contribution 
to the book arts in Canada. 

specification: Composed in Linotype Juliana and wood 
type and printed on handmade paper from the Imago 
Paper Mill, California, making 24 pages. Hand sewn into 
a black card stock cover and enfolded in a grey text-
weight paper made in Germany by Zerkall. The jacket 
was printed in four colours using wood and metal type. 
All of these tasks were personally carried out by Andrew 
Steeves at Gaspereau Press. The edition was limited to 
100 numbered copies. 

Biography
Printing History
BIO 025000 

$75
9781554471591
24-page sewn  
chapbook with jacket

Letterpress-printed
limited edition

FALL 2016
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Pukaskwa
A Naturalist’s Year Surveying Birds in the 
Lake Superior Wilderness, 1976–1977

soren Bondrup-nielsen

¶ Through 1976–77, Soren Bondrup-Nielsen conduct-
ed a bird surveys in the territory that would become 
Pukaskwa National Park (pronounced Puck-a-saw), a  
tract of wilderness on the northern shore of Lake Supe-
rior. As plans to establish the park were taking shape, 
Bondrup-Nielsen—together with his wife, both gradu-
ate students in the Zoology Department at the Univer-
sity of Toronto—won a contract to study its avian life. 
Fueled by youthful idealism and eager for adventure, the 
pair elected to live in the park for the full year, camp-
ing at various inland and coastal sites and travelling to 
its remote corners. Comprised of an edited selection 
of Bondrup-Nielsen’s diary entries, Pukaskwa offers a 
look at daily life in the bush: from walking transects and 
recording observations to whimsical projects and side 
excursions; from the rudimentary essentials of warmth, 
food and shelter to the joy of companionship and the 
simple comforts of camp life. As well as counting birds, 
Bondrup-Nielsen comments on the general ecology of 
the park, wrestling with the potential impact of human 
activity and the incursion of park infrastructure on the 
preservation of wilderness.

Soren Bondrup-Nielsen is the author of three previous 
books, Winter On Diamond, A Sound Like Water Dripping: 
In Search of the Boreal Owl, and Merging: Contemplations 
on Farming & Ecology from Horseback.

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 
224 pages trimmed to 5.3 × 8.5 inches. Bound in a paper 
cover and enfolded in an offset-printed jacket. Typeset 
in Rialto.

Biography
Nature, Ecology
BIO030000
NAT010000

$28.95
9781554471614 
224-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

ALsO AvAILABLe:

Merging: Contemplations 
on Farming & Ecology 
from Horseback
$28.95 (2014)
9781554471379

A Sound Like Water 
Dripping: In Search 
of the Boreal Owl
$26.95 (2009)
9781554470747

FALL 2016
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The  Photographer’s Last Picture
The Poetic Development of Twenty Pictures from 
Collier’s Photographic History of the European War

sean Howard 

¶ Howard has written twenty poems inspired by photo-
graphs he discovered in a tattered copy of Collier’s Pho-
tographic History of the European War (1916). For Howard, 
each photograph introduces a cascade of associations 
and ideas about history and memory, about the events 
and implications of the First World War, and about our 
ongoing relationship with global conflict. The resulting 
poems have the economy and energy of a stark, high-
contrast print. Howard’s prose passages chronicle the 
development of each photograph into a poem, like imag-
es slowly taking form in the chemistry of a darkroom 
tray. Following a method that is “precariously depen-
dent on attentiveness, memory and chance encounters, 
personal and cultural associations followed as broadly, 
deeply, and unsystematically as possible,” The Photogra-
pher’s Last Picture assembles observation, description, 
quotation and amplification into an episodic text capa-
ble of transmitting a range of uncertain truths unavail-
able to conventional History. 

Sean Howard is the author of two collections of poet-
ry, Local Calls (2009) and Incitements (2011). As well as 
appearing in numerous literary journals, his work has 
been featured in The Best Canadian Poetry in English in 
both 2011 and 2014. Howard lives in Main-à-Dieu, Cape 
Breton, and is an adjunct professor of political science 
at Cape Breton University.

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 384 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover and 
enfolded in a blue letterpress-printed jacket. Typeset in 
Bunyan and Colville Sans.

FALL 2016

Poetry
History, World War I
POe 011000
HIs 027090

$29.95
9781554471607 
384-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

ALsO AvAILABLe:

Incitements
$19.95 (2011)
9781554470969
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Some Nights It’s Entertainment; 
Some Other Nights Just Work

Matt roBinson

¶ Robinson is in the best sense a poet of the domestic, his 
intense curiosity animating a renewed engagement with 
things familiar—the intellectual life of the family dog, a 
favourite pair of jeans, sports, local landmarks and rela-
tionships. In these poems, Robinson approaches each 
subject with vivid imagery and the intellectual terseness 
of a logical proposition, playfully reminding us of the 
“uneven arithmetic” that invigorates poetic language. 

Matt Robinson’s previous poetry collections include 
Against the Hard Angle (2010), no cage contains a stare 
that well (2005), how we play at it: a list (2002), and A 
Ruckus of Awkward Stacking (2000), as well as numerous 
chapbooks. Robinson has won the Grain Prose Poetry 
Prize, the Petra Kenney Award, and The Malahat Review 
Long Poem Prize, among others. He lives in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, with his family.

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 48 
pages trimmed to 5.3 × 8.5 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a grey letterpress-printed jacket. The 
jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in 
Montreal. Typeset in Zenon.

FALL 2016

Poetry
POe 011000

$17.95
9781554471638 
48-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

ALsO AvAILABLe:

a fist made and then 
un-made (chapbook)
$17.95 (2016)
9781554471638
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The News
roB taylor

¶ ‘The news’ can mean many things, but first and fore-
most in this collection the news is—We’re having a baby! 
Starting in the fifth week of his wife’s pregnancy, Rob 
Taylor wrote a poem every week as they travelled toward 
their child’s birth. His poems anticipate the astonishing 
and yet commonplace beginning of a human life, but they 
also explore how a baby’s arrival streams into both the 
incessant chatter of the world’s daily news and into that 
other sort of news that literature carries—what Ezra 
Pound called “news that stays news”.

Rob Taylor has published four poetry chapbooks, and his 
first full-length collection, The Other Side of Ourselves, 
won the 2010 Alfred G. Bailey Prize. In 2014 he was named 
one of the inaugural writers-in-residence at the Al Purdy 
A-frame, and in 2015 he received the City of Vancouver’s 
Mayor’s Arts Award for the Literary Arts as an emerg-
ing artist. Rob Taylor lives in Vancouver with his wife 
and son.

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 64 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a green letterpress-printed jacket. The 
jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in 
Montreal. Typeset in Electra.

FALL 2016

Poetry
POe 011000

$18.95
9781554471645 
64-page 8vo
paperback with jacket
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In the Small Hours
erin BruBacHer

¶ “Sometimes, knowing a person is / home, preparing 
a salad, helps.” This debut collection of poems records 
the unanticipated images that crystallize as we contem-
plate the state of our lives in the small hours of the day. 
Inspired by the economy of the Western ghazal form, 
Erin Brubacher’s sparse poems chronicle the aftermath 
of a marriage and the many seemingly minor encounters 
which bring clarity, levity and a sense of pathos to our 
days.

Erin Brubacher is a director and multidisciplinary art-
ist who works with people, mostly through strategies 
of performance, photography and theatre. She has lived 
in ten cities; her peripatetic practice is now based in 
Toronto. You can read more about her work at www.
erinbrubacher.ca

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 64 
pages trimmed to 4.25 × 6 inches. Bound in a paper cov-
er and enfolded in a mineral-green letterpress-printed 
jacket. The jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand 
paper mill in Montreal. Typeset in Bunyan.

Poetry
POe 011000

$15.95
9781554471560
64-page small 8vo 
paperback with jacket

SPRING 2016
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Gold
george elliott clarke

¶ The poems in Gold glitter. From the lush, unrestrained 
and unabashed tumble and thrust of his sensual lyr-
ics (vivid expressions of love and lust which brook no 
admonishment) to the measured and stately resonance 
of his eulogies for community organizers, tributes to 
leaders and laureates, and contemplations on the prin-
ciples for good governance, George Elliott Clarke strives 
to enact Robinson Jeffers’s assertion that “Beauty … is the 
sole business of poetry.” Whether it be in the whiskey-
hue of skin or the metal of the love in one’s heart, the 
poems in Gold riff on the colour’s cultural and poetic 
properties, joining Blue, Black, and Red as the fourth vol-
ume in Clarke’s series of ‘colouring’ books.

George Elliott Clarke is an internationally-renowned 
poet and scholar whose books—including his highly-
esteemed poetry collections Execution Poems and 
Whylah Falls—have won him many honours, includ-
ing the Portia White Prize (1998), the Governor Gen-
eral’s Literary Award (2001), the Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. Achievement Award (2004), and the Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau Fellowship Prize (2005). Born in Windsor, 
Nova Scotia, Clarke presently resides in Toronto where 
he is E.J. Pratt Professor of Canadian Literature at the 
University of Toronto and Canada’s Parliamentary Poet 
Laureate (2016–17). His most recent book is a novel, The 
Motorcyclist.

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 160 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a golden offset-printed jacket. Typeset 
in Laurentian.

Poetry
POe 011000

$21.95
9781554471577
160-page 8vo  
paperback with jacket

ALsO AvAILABLe:

Black
$21.95 (2012)
9781554471034

Blue
$21.95 (2011)
9781554470990

Red
$19.95 (2011)
9781554470983

Whylah Falls
$21.95 (2010)
9781554470952

Execution Poems
$14.95 (2009)
9781554470815

Trudeau
$21.95 (2007)
9781554470372

Quebecite
$18.95 (2003)
9781894031745

SPRING 2016
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Half Rock 
roBin durnford

¶ “Sick for the language nan speaks,” Robin Durnford’s 
poems pursue the “dervish verbs” of a torquey local idi-
om, their punchy rhythms and visceral imagery invok-
ing a sort of barbaric yawp for Newfoundland’s south 
coast. Whether she’s writing of childbirth, family lore 
or teenage shenanigans, her work is rooted, her “tongue 
still twists / in the deserted weeds of barren banks / for 
recitations, caribou, heroic deeds, and blessèd / fishing 
coast I cannot leave.” 

 Robin Durnford’s poetry collection A Lovely Gutting was 
short-listed for the Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland & 
Labrador Heritage & History Award, and her illustrated 
chapbook, Fog of the Outport (artwork by Meagan Mus-
seau) was the subject of a 2013 CBC Land & Sea documen-
tary. Born in St. John’s and raised on the west coast of 
Newfoundland, Durnford currently teaches at Grenfell 
Campus of Memorial University in Corner Brook.

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 112 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover and 
enfolded in a red letterpress-printed jacket. The jacket 
paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in Mon-
treal. Typeset in Neacademia.

Poetry
POe 011000

$19.95
9781554471553
112-page 8vo  
paperback with jacket

SPRING 2016
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Leviathan
carMine starnino

¶ In his new collection of poems, Carmine Starnino 
writes of mid-life within the context of family life, 
testing traditional views of masculinity against con-
temporary experience. Adopting the swagger of the 
“unoutshoutable big shots” of that generation of cabbies, 
factory-lifers and hard-ass dads that sired us, Starnino 
pursues the leviathan machismo that seemed to propel 
them. How does it square with the urbane young fathers 
he encounters taking their toddlers to play in the park, or 
the gear-obsessed quest for the perfect weed-free lawn? 
Moving from putting his restless child to bed to the hos-
pital bedside of his dying father, Starnino’s poems offer 
an intimate if unresolved portrait of an apprenticeship 
into manhood.

Carmine Starnino has published four volumes of poetry. 
His most recent, This Way Out (2009), was nominated 
for the Governor General’s Literary Award. His other 
books include two collections of critical reviews and 
essays—Lazy Bastardism and A Lover’s Quarrel—and The 
New Canon: An Anthology of Canadian Poetry, which he 
edited. Starnino lives in Montreal.

specifications: Printed offset on laid paper making 80 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a letterpress-printed jacket. The jacket 
paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in Mon-
treal. Typeset in Leo.

Poetry
POe 011000

$18.95
9781554471546
80-page 8vo  
paperback with jacket

ALsO AvAILABLe:

Lazy Bastardism: 
Essays & Reviews on 
Contemporary Poetry
$27.95 (2012)
9781554471188

This Way Out
$18.95 (2009)
9781554470518

With English Subtitles
$18.95 (2004)
9781894031899

SPRING 2016
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A Vision in Wood & Stone
The Architecture of Mount Allison University

joHn leroux & tHaddeus Holownia

¶ Founded as an academy for boys in 1839, Mount Alli-
son University has grown into one of Canada’s most 
highly-revered undergraduate institutions. In A Vision 
in Wood and Stone, art historian and architect John Ler-
oux collaborates with photographer Thaddeus Holow-
nia to chronicle the story of Mount Allison’s campus, 
charting its development from a few wooden structures 
to its present diversity of building materials and archi-
tectural styles. At the heart of their lavishly illustrated 
study is a conversation about the nature of architec-
tural change and its role in the formation of the campus. 
Whether spurred by the calamity of fire or by the vision-
ary (or sometimes revisionary) impulses of the univer-
sity’s leadership, Mount Allison’s architecture has been 
repeatedly transformed, each new building expressing 
both the localized needs and aspirations that animated 
its construction and aspects of the global events and 
aesthetic movements that informed its design. Leroux 
and Holownia demonstrate how architecture can record 
the complex story of an institution’s development and 
embody the hopes and dreams of a community.

John Leroux is an art historian and architect based in 
Fredericton, NB. He is also the author of six books on 
New Brunswick architecture. Thaddeus Holownia is an 
award-winning photographer and professor of Fine Arts 
at Mount Allison University. 

specifications: Printed offset on coated paper making 
240 pages trimmed to 10.65 × 9 inches and casebound. 
Includes over 160 images reproduced as stochastic duo-
tones. Typeset in Goluska and Classic Grotesque. Printed 
and bound off-site.

Architecture
ARC 011000

$65.95
9781554471409
240-page horizontal 
4to hardcover

ALsO AvAILABLe:

Glorious Light:  
The Stained Glass 
of Fredericton
$34.95 (2011)
9781554471041

St. Andrews  
Architecture,  
1604–1966
$24.95 (2010)
9781554470945

SPRING 2016
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Terms of Trade

¶ individuals: If you are 
interested in purchasing any 
of the books featured in this 
catalogue, please visit your 
local bookseller. If the store 
does not stock Gaspereau 
Press titles, your bookseller 
can place a special order using 
the information above. You 
can also find our recent books 
on the web at amazon.ca or 
chapters.ca, or by contacting 
Gaspereau Press directly.
  
¶ Booksellers & institu-
tions: Sales & distribution are 
handled directly by Gaspereau 
Press. Please contact Gaspereau 
Press if you are interested in 
establishing an account. Gas-
pereau Press is fully equipped 
for edi ordering. Call our toll-
free number for information or 
to place your order. Commer-
cial discounts are as follows: 
20% for Educational Institu-
tions;  40% for Retail Accounts 
& Public Libraries; and 46% for 
Wholesalers.  

¶ sHipping (canada): Free 
shipping is provided on orders 
exceeding $100 Canadian 
(net value) shipped to a single 
location. All other orders are 
subject to shipping and han-
dling charges of $6 for the first 

How to Order

The titles listed in  
this catalogue are  
distributed directly  
from Gaspereau Press

order toll free:  
1-877-230-8232

weBsite e-coMMerce: 
www.gaspereau.com

classic Mail:
47 Church Avenue
Kentville, NS B4n 2M7
Canada

electronic Mail: 
info@gaspereau.com 

Our full backlist is available 
at www.gaspereau.com

You can also follow  
Gaspereau Press on  
FaceBook or Instagram



expense. Books damaged dur-
ing shipping must be reported 
to Gaspereau Press within 48 
hours of receipt in order that 
we may arrange for inspection 
by the shipper. Failure to do so 
will result in the client being 
charged for the books, dam-
aged or not. Gaspereau Press 
will arrange for replacement 
of any books deemed dam-
aged following the shipper’s 
inspection. Should any books 
have manufacturing defects, 
please contact Gaspereau Press 
to make arrangements for 
replacement. Any claims for 
shortages or shipping errors 
must be made within 30 days 
and must refer to the invoice 
number. Please call our toll-
free number to discuss your 
claim before returning any 
books. ¶ Please Note that pric-
es and title specifications listed 
in this catalogue are subject to 
change without notice. Placing 
an order signifies agreement 
with the seller’s terms of trade 
outlined above. ¶ The publishing 
program at Gaspereau Press is 
funded, in part, by the Govern-
ment of Canada (Financé par 
le gouvernement du Canada) 
through the Canada Council 
for the Arts & the Canada Book 
Fund, and in partnership with 
the Province of Nova Scotia.

book, plus $1 for each addi-
tional book to a maximum of 
$12. In Canada, all prices are 
subject to applicable taxes.

¶ sHipping (united states): 
Free shipping is provided on 
orders exceeding $100 (net 
value) shipped to a single loca-
tion. All other orders are sub-
ject to shipping and handling 
charges of $8 for the first book, 
plus $1 for each additional 
book to a maximum of $15. 

¶ sHipping (elsewHere on 
eartH): Please contact Gas-
pereau Press for details. 

¶ general terMs: Books 
described as “limited edi-
tions” (including limited-
edition bindings of trade titles, 
letterpress-printed titles and 
Devil’s Whim chapbooks) may 
not be returned and are avail-
able at a 20% discount only. 
Net payment is due within 30 
days. Books may be returned 
to Gaspereau Press for credit 
three months after the invoice 
date and within 12 months of 
the invoice date, provided they 
are in resaleable condition 
and free of retailers’ stick-
ers, marks or other damage. 
Returned books that do not 
meet these conditions will be 
returned to customers at their 





Titles Forthcoming in 2017

Gaspereau Press is pleased to announce new  
poetry collections by the following authors

GEORGE CLARKE

ALLAN COOPER

SUE GOYETTE

ASLINN HUNTER

ALISON SMITH

JOHN TERPSTRA

*

Gaspereau Press will also be publishing  
the following non-fiction works:

KRISTINE TORTORA
Carl Dair and the Cartier Typeface:  

Selected Correspondence

PETER SANGER  
A book-length essay on the  

photography of Thaddeus Holownia

SEAN HOWARD
So Many Boys All Doing Right:  

A Tribute to Charles Sorley (1895–1915)
letterpress liMited edition

*

There’s more. Stay tuned.
www.gaspereau.com



tHis catalogue was prepared for press 
and set in type By andrew steeves. it was  
printed offset under tHe direction of 

gary dunfield at gaspereau press.

tHe cover was Handprinted By  
andrew steeves.

 
tHe typefaces are eric gill’s Bunyan,  

revived By patrick griffin and   
Bill troop at canada type, 

and Martin Majoor’s  
scala sans.

*

gaspereau press liMited ¶ gary dunfield & 
andrew steeves ¶ printers & puBlisHers

Literary Outfitters & Cultural Wilderness Guides

47 Church Avenue  
Kentville, Nova Scotia

Canada B4n 2M7

order toll free
1-877-230-8232
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Jack McMaster at Gaspereau Press
Devil’s Whim Chapbook No. 32

andrew steeves

¶ Illustrator and calligrapher Jack McMaster was a fre-
quent contributor to Gaspereau Press productions. From 
the complex pochoir stencil work he did for a limited 
edition letterpress project to multicolored book jack-
et illustrations, McMaster loved a challenge. His good 
humour, openness and commitment to collaboration 
gave his association with the press a signi¼cance beyond 
his skill with pen, pencil and brush. McMaster died in 
September 2016 of complications related to cancer. This 
short chapbook reproduces samples of lettering and 
illustrations McMaster executed for Gaspereau Press 
between 2006 and 2016 and provides both a biographi-
cal sketch and checklist.

FALL 2016

Biography
Publishing History
bio 025000 
lan 027000

$2.95
9781554471652
16-page 8vo
chapbook

also available  

Rod McDonald at  
Gaspereau Press  
$2.95 (2015)
9781554471478
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Larkspur Press
Forty Years of Making Letterpress Books 
in a Rural Kentucky Community, 1974–2014,  
Comprised of Interviews, Tributes and An  
Annotated Bibliography, Compiled by Gabrielle 
Fox with Contributions by Many Hands

¶ This book celebrates one of the great twentieth-cen-
tury American private presses, Gray Zeitz’s Larkspur 
Press. AÀer discovering letterpress printing under the 
mentorship of Carolyn Hammer at the University of 
Kentucky, Zeitz established his own press in the rural 
village of Monterey, Kentucky. Using metal type and 
traditional tools, he has produced ¼nely craÀed and yet 
wholly approachable books and broadsides, largely by 
and for his Kentucky community—a community which 
includes such authors as Wendell Berry, Guy Davenport, 
James Baker Hall, Bobbie Ann Mason, Richard Taylor and 
Maureen Morehead. Compiled by Gabrielle Fox, this 
book is comprised of an interview with Zeitz, tributes 
by friends of the press, an extensive bibliography of the 
press’s books and broadsides, over 80 photos, and a sam-
pler letterpress printed by Gray Zeitz at Larkspur Press. 

“Larkspur Press … would attract and deserve my admira-
tion if I came upon it anywhere. But it is not ‘anywhere.’ It 
is very particularly somewhere, doing its good, beautiful, 
necessary work …” wendell berry

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 320 
pages trimmed to 5.3 × 8.5 inches. Includes a 16-page let-
terpress section and a 16-page colour section. Bound in 
a paper cover and enfolded in a tan letterpress-printed 
jacket. The jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand 
paper mill in Montreal. Typeset in Emerson.

Biography
Publishing History
bio 025000 
lan 027000

$41.95
9781554471621 
320-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

FALL 2016
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Glenn Goluska in Toronto
andrew steeves, editor

¶ The text of this book is based on a 2011 interview given 
by book designer and letterpress printer Glenn Goluska 
(1947–2011). In his narrative, Goluska reÎects on the 
Toronto typographic scene of the late 1970s and early 
1980s. This was a period of both technological chaos 
and extraordinary innovation in the typographic trade, 
as metal type and letterpress printing equipment were 
discarded in favour of a succession of photo- and digi-
tal-based type composition systems. Goluska describes 
his immersion in Toronto’s thriving small press avant 
guard, from his friendships with typographers Stan Bev-
ington, Robert MacDonald and William Rueter to his 
work with authors Margaret Atwood, Michael Ondaatje, 
bpNichol and Robert Kroetsch. Born in Chicago, Goluska 
studied modern languages at the University of Toronto. 
AÀer establishing his reputation typesetting books at 
Toronto’s infamous Coach House Press in the late 1970s, 
Goluska went on to found his own letterpress imprints 
(Imprimerie Dromadaire and Nightshade Press) and 
to design for both the Canadian Centre for Architec-
ture and McGill-Queen’s University Press in Montreal. 
In 2011, he was awarded the Alcuin Society of Canada’s 
Robert R. Reid Award for his outstanding contribution 
to the book arts in Canada. 

specification: Composed in Linotype Juliana and wood 
type and printed on handmade paper from the Imago 
Paper Mill, California, making 24 pages. Hand sewn into 
a black card stock cover and enfolded in a grey text-
weight paper made in Germany by Zerkall. The jacket 
was printed in four colours using wood and metal type. 
All of these tasks were personally carried out by Andrew 
Steeves at Gaspereau Press. The edition was limited to 
100 numbered copies. 

Biography
Printing History
bio 025000 

$75
9781554471591
24-page sewn  
chapbook with jacket

Letterpress-printed
limited edition
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Pukaskwa
A Naturalist’s Year Surveying Birds in the 
Lake Superior Wilderness, 1976–1977

soren bondrup-nielsen

¶ Through 1976–77, Soren Bondrup-Nielsen conduct-
ed a bird surveys in the territory that would become 
Pukaskwa National Park (pronounced Puck-a-saw), a  
tract of wilderness on the northern shore of Lake Supe-
rior. As plans to establish the park were taking shape, 
Bondrup-Nielsen—together with his wife, both gradu-
ate students in the Zoology Department at the Univer-
sity of Toronto—won a contract to study its avian life. 
Fueled by youthful idealism and eager for adventure, the 
pair elected to live in the park for the full year, camp-
ing at various inland and coastal sites and travelling to 
its remote corners. Comprised of an edited selection 
of Bondrup-Nielsen’s diary entries, Pukaskwa oÇers a 
look at daily life in the bush: from walking transects and 
recording observations to whimsical projects and side 
excursions; from the rudimentary essentials of warmth, 
food and shelter to the joy of companionship and the 
simple comforts of camp life. As well as counting birds, 
Bondrup-Nielsen comments on the general ecology of 
the park, wrestling with the potential impact of human 
activity and the incursion of park infrastructure on the 
preservation of wilderness.

Soren Bondrup-Nielsen is the author of three previous 
books, Winter On Diamond, A Sound Like Water Dripping: 
In Search of the Boreal Owl, and Merging: Contemplations 
on Farming & Ecology from Horseback.

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 
224 pages trimmed to 5.3 × 8.5 inches. Bound in a paper 
cover and enfolded in an oÇset-printed jacket. Typeset 
in Rialto.

Biography
Nature, Ecology
bio030000
nat010000

$28.95
9781554471614 
224-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

also available:

Merging: Contemplations 
on Farming & Ecology 
from Horseback
$28.95 (2014)
9781554471379

A Sound Like Water 
Dripping: In Search 
of the Boreal Owl
$26.95 (2009)
9781554470747

FALL 2016
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The Photographer’s Last Picture
The Poetic Development of Twenty Pictures from 
Collier’s Photographic History of the European War

sean howard 

¶ Howard has written twenty poems inspired by photo-
graphs he discovered in a tattered copy of Collier’s Pho-
tographic History of the European War (1916). For Howard, 
each photograph introduces a cascade of associations 
and ideas about history and memory, about the events 
and implications of the First World War, and about our 
ongoing relationship with global conÎict. The resulting 
poems have the economy and energy of a stark, high-
contrast print. Howard’s prose passages chronicle the 
development of each photograph into a poem, like imag-
es slowly taking form in the chemistry of a darkroom 
tray. Following a method that is “precariously depen-
dent on attentiveness, memory and chance encounters, 
personal and cultural associations followed as broadly, 
deeply, and unsystematically as possible,” The Photogra-
pher’s Last Picture assembles observation, description, 
quotation and ampli¼cation into an episodic text capa-
ble of transmitting a range of uncertain truths unavail-
able to conventional History. 

Sean Howard is the author of two collections of poet-
ry, Local Calls (2009) and Incitements (2011). As well as 
appearing in numerous literary journals, his work has 
been featured in The Best Canadian Poetry in English in 
both 2011 and 2014. Howard lives in Main-à-Dieu, Cape 
Breton, and is an adjunct professor of political science 
at Cape Breton University.

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 384 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover and 
enfolded in a blue letterpress-printed jacket. Typeset in 
Bunyan and Colville Sans.

FALL 2016

Poetry
History, World War I
poe 011000
his 027090

$29.95
9781554471607 
384-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

also available:

Incitements
$19.95 (2011)
9781554470969
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Some Nights It’s Entertainment; 
Some Other Nights Just Work

matt robinson

¶ Robinson is in the best sense a poet of the domestic, his 
intense curiosity animating a renewed engagement with 
things familiar—the intellectual life of the family dog, a 
favourite pair of jeans, sports, local landmarks and rela-
tionships. In these poems, Robinson approaches each 
subject with vivid imagery and the intellectual terseness 
of a logical proposition, playfully reminding us of the 
“uneven arithmetic” that invigorates poetic language. 

Matt Robinson’s previous poetry collections include 
Against the Hard Angle (2010), no cage contains a stare 
that well (2005), how we play at it: a list (2002), and A 
Ruckus of Awkward Stacking (2000), as well as numerous 
chapbooks. Robinson has won the Grain Prose Poetry 
Prize, the Petra Kenney Award, and The Malahat Review 
Long Poem Prize, among others. He lives in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, with his family.

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 48 
pages trimmed to 5.3 × 8.5 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a grey letterpress-printed jacket. The 
jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in 
Montreal. Typeset in Zenon.

FALL 2016

Poetry
poe 011000

$17.95
9781554471638 
48-page 8vo
paperback with jacket

also available:

a �st made and then 
un-made (chapbook)
$17.95 (2016)
9781554471638
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The News
rob taylor

¶ ‘The news’ can mean many things, but ¼rst and fore-
most in this collection the news is—We’re having a baby! 
Starting in the ¼Àh week of his wife’s pregnancy, Rob 
Taylor wrote a poem every week as they travelled toward 
their child’s birth. His poems anticipate the astonishing 
and yet commonplace beginning of a human life, but they 
also explore how a baby’s arrival streams into both the 
incessant chatter of the world’s daily news and into that 
other sort of news that literature carries—what Ezra 
Pound called “news that stays news”.

Rob Taylor has published four poetry chapbooks, and his 
¼rst full-length collection, The Other Side of Ourselves, 
won the 2010 Alfred G. Bailey Prize. In 2014 he was named 
one of the inaugural writers-in-residence at the Al Purdy 
A-frame, and in 2015 he received the City of Vancouver’s 
Mayor’s Arts Award for the Literary Arts as an emerg-
ing artist. Rob Taylor lives in Vancouver with his wife 
and son.

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 64 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a green letterpress-printed jacket. The 
jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in 
Montreal. Typeset in Electra.

FALL 2016

Poetry
poe 011000

$18.95
9781554471645 
64-page 8vo
paperback with jacket
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In the Small Hours
erin brubacher

¶ “Sometimes, knowing a person is / home, preparing 
a salad, helps.” This debut collection of poems records 
the unanticipated images that crystallize as we contem-
plate the state of our lives in the small hours of the day. 
Inspired by the economy of the Western ghazal form, 
Erin Brubacher’s sparse poems chronicle the aÀermath 
of a marriage and the many seemingly minor encounters 
which bring clarity, levity and a sense of pathos to our 
days.

Erin Brubacher is a director and multidisciplinary art-
ist who works with people, mostly through strategies 
of performance, photography and theatre. She has lived 
in ten cities; her peripatetic practice is now based in 
Toronto. You can read more about her work at www.
erinbrubacher.ca

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 64 
pages trimmed to 4.25 × 6 inches. Bound in a paper cov-
er and enfolded in a mineral-green letterpress-printed 
jacket. The jacket paper is made by the Saint Armand 
paper mill in Montreal. Typeset in Bunyan.

Poetry
poe 011000

$15.95
9781554471560
64-page small 8vo 
paperback with jacket

SPRING 2016
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Gold
george elliott clarke

¶ The poems in Gold glitter. From the lush, unrestrained 
and unabashed tumble and thrust of his sensual lyr-
ics (vivid expressions of love and lust which brook no 
admonishment) to the measured and stately resonance 
of his eulogies for community organizers, tributes to 
leaders and laureates, and contemplations on the prin-
ciples for good governance, George Elliott Clarke strives 
to enact Robinson JeÇers’s assertion that “Beauty … is the 
sole business of poetry.” Whether it be in the whiskey-
hue of skin or the metal of the love in one’s heart, the 
poems in Gold riÇ on the colour’s cultural and poetic 
properties, joining Blue, Black, and Red as the fourth vol-
ume in Clarke’s series of ‘colouring’ books.

George Elliott Clarke is an internationally-renowned 
poet and scholar whose books—including his highly-
esteemed poetry collections Execution Poems and 
Whylah Falls—have won him many honours, includ-
ing the Portia White Prize (1998), the Governor Gen-
eral’s Literary Award (2001), the Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. Achievement Award (2004), and the Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau Fellowship Prize (2005). Born in Windsor, 
Nova Scotia, Clarke presently resides in Toronto where 
he is E.J. Pratt Professor of Canadian Literature at the 
University of Toronto and Canada’s Parliamentary Poet 
Laureate (2016–17). His most recent book is a novel, The 
Motorcyclist.

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 160 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a golden oÇset-printed jacket. Typeset 
in Laurentian.

Poetry
poe 011000

$21.95
9781554471577
160-page 8vo  
paperback with jacket

also available:

Black
$21.95 (2012)
9781554471034

Blue
$21.95 (2011)
9781554470990

Red
$19.95 (2011)
9781554470983

Whylah Falls
$21.95 (2010)
9781554470952

Execution Poems
$14.95 (2009)
9781554470815

Trudeau
$21.95 (2007)
9781554470372

Quebecite
$18.95 (2003)
9781894031745
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Half Rock 
robin durnford

¶ “Sick for the language nan speaks,” Robin Durnford’s 
poems pursue the “dervish verbs” of a torquey local idi-
om, their punchy rhythms and visceral imagery invok-
ing a sort of barbaric yawp for Newfoundland’s south 
coast. Whether she’s writing of childbirth, family lore 
or teenage shenanigans, her work is rooted, her “tongue 
still twists/in the deserted weeds of barren banks/for 
recitations, caribou, heroic deeds, and blessèd / ¼shing 
coast I cannot leave.” 

Robin Durnford’s poetry collection A Lovely Gutting was 
short-listed for the Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland & 
Labrador Heritage & History Award, and her illustrated 
chapbook, Fog of the Outport (artwork by Meagan Mus-
seau) was the subject of a 2013 CBC Land & Sea documen-
tary. Born in St. John’s and raised on the west coast of 
Newfoundland, Durnford currently teaches at Grenfell 
Campus of Memorial University in Corner Brook.

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 112 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover and 
enfolded in a red letterpress-printed jacket. The jacket 
paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in Mon-
treal. Typeset in Neacademia.

Poetry
poe 011000

$19.95
9781554471553
112-page 8vo  
paperback with jacket
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Leviathan
carmine starnino

¶ In his new collection of poems, Carmine Starnino 
writes of mid-life within the context of family life, 
testing traditional views of masculinity against con-
temporary experience. Adopting the swagger of the 
“unoutshoutable big shots” of that generation of cabbies, 
factory-lifers and hard-ass dads that sired us, Starnino 
pursues the leviathan machismo that seemed to propel 
them. How does it square with the urbane young fathers 
he encounters taking their toddlers to play in the park, or 
the gear-obsessed quest for the perfect weed-free lawn? 
Moving from putting his restless child to bed to the hos-
pital bedside of his dying father, Starnino’s poems oÇer 
an intimate if unresolved portrait of an apprenticeship 
into manhood.

Carmine Starnino has published four volumes of poetry. 
His most recent, This Way Out (2009), was nominated 
for the Governor General’s Literary Award. His other 
books include two collections of critical reviews and 
essays—Lazy Bastardism and A Lover’s Quarrel—and The 
New Canon: An Anthology of Canadian Poetry, which he 
edited. Starnino lives in Montreal.

specifications: Printed oÇset on laid paper making 80 
pages trimmed to 5 × 8 inches. Bound in a paper cover 
and enfolded in a letterpress-printed jacket. The jacket 
paper is made by the Saint Armand paper mill in Mon-
treal. Typeset in Leo.

Poetry
poe 011000

$18.95
9781554471546
80-page 8vo  
paperback with jacket

also available:

Lazy Bastardism: 
Essays & Reviews on 
Contemporary Poetry
$27.95 (2012)
9781554471188

This Way Out
$18.95 (2009)
9781554470518

With English Subtitles
$18.95 (2004)
9781894031899
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A Vision in Wood & Stone
The Architecture of Mount Allison University

john leroux & thaddeus holownia

¶ Founded as an academy for boys in 1839, Mount Alli-
son University has grown into one of Canada’s most 
highly-revered undergraduate institutions. In A Vision 
in Wood and Stone, art historian and architect John Ler-
oux collaborates with photographer Thaddeus Holow-
nia to chronicle the story of Mount Allison’s campus, 
charting its development from a few wooden structures 
to its present diversity of building materials and archi-
tectural styles. At the heart of their lavishly illustrated 
study is a conversation about the nature of architec-
tural change and its role in the formation of the campus. 
Whether spurred by the calamity of ¼re or by the vision-
ary (or sometimes revisionary) impulses of the univer-
sity’s leadership, Mount Allison’s architecture has been 
repeatedly transformed, each new building expressing 
both the localized needs and aspirations that animated 
its construction and aspects of the global events and 
aesthetic movements that informed its design. Leroux 
and Holownia demonstrate how architecture can record 
the complex story of an institution’s development and 
embody the hopes and dreams of a community.

John Leroux is an art historian and architect based in 
Fredericton, NB. He is also the author of six books on 
New Brunswick architecture. Thaddeus Holownia is an 
award-winning photographer and professor of Fine Arts 
at Mount Allison University. 

specifications: Printed oÇset on coated paper making 
240 pages trimmed to 10.65 × 9 inches and casebound. 
Includes over 160 images reproduced as stochastic duo-
tones. Typeset in Goluska and Classic Grotesque. Printed 
and bound o�-site.

Architecture
arc 011000

$65.95
9781554471409
240-page horizontal 
4to hardcover

also available:

Glorious Light:  
The Stained Glass 
of Fredericton
$34.95 (2011)
9781554471041

St. Andrews  
Architecture,  
1604–1966
$24.95 (2010)
9781554470945
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Terms of Trade

¶ individuals: If you are 
interested in purchasing any 
of the books featured in this 
catalogue, please visit your 
local bookseller. If the store 
does not stock Gaspereau 
Press titles, your bookseller 
can place a special order using 
the information above. You 
can also ¼nd our recent books 
on the web at amazon.ca or 
chapters.ca, or by contacting 
Gaspereau Press directly.
  
¶ booksellers & institu-
tions: Sales & distribution are 
handled directly by Gaspereau 
Press. Please contact Gaspereau 
Press if you are interested in 
establishing an account. Gas-
pereau Press is fully equipped 
for edi ordering. Call our toll-
free number for information or 
to place your order. Commer-
cial discounts are as follows: 
20% for Educational Institu-
tions;  40% for Retail Accounts 
& Public Libraries; and 46% for 
Wholesalers.  

¶ shipping (canada): Free 
shipping is provided on orders 
exceeding $100 Canadian 
(net value) shipped to a single 
location. All other orders are 
subject to shipping and han-
dling charges of $6 for the ¼rst 

How to Order

The titles listed in 
this catalogue are  
distributed directly  
from Gaspereau Press

order toll free:  
1-877-230-8232

website e-commerce: 
www.gaspereau.com

classic mail:
47 Church Avenue
Kentville, NS b4n 2m7
Canada

electronic mail: 
info@gaspereau.com 

Our full backlist is available 
at www.gaspereau.com

You can also follow  
Gaspereau Press on  
FaceBook or Instagram



expense. Books damaged dur-
ing shipping must be reported 
to Gaspereau Press within 48 
hours of receipt in order that 
we may arrange for inspection 
by the shipper. Failure to do so 
will result in the client being 
charged for the books, dam-
aged or not. Gaspereau Press 
will arrange for replacement 
of any books deemed dam-
aged following the shipper’s 
inspection. Should any books 
have manufacturing defects, 
please contact Gaspereau Press 
to make arrangements for 
replacement. Any claims for 
shortages or shipping errors 
must be made within 30 days 
and must refer to the invoice 
number. Please call our toll-
free number to discuss your 
claim before returning any 
books. ¶ Please Note that pric-
es and title speci¼cations listed 
in this catalogue are subject to 
change without notice. Placing 
an order signi¼es agreement 
with the seller’s terms of trade 
outlined above. ¶ The publishing 
program at Gaspereau Press is 
funded, in part, by the Govern-
ment of Canada (Financé par 
le gouvernement du Canada) 
through the Canada Council 
for the Arts & the Canada Book 
Fund, and in partnership with 
the Province of Nova Scotia.

book, plus $1 for each addi-
tional book to a maximum of 
$12. In Canada, all prices are 
subject to applicable taxes.

¶ shipping (united states): 
Free shipping is provided on 
orders exceeding $100 (net 
value) shipped to a single loca-
tion. All other orders are sub-
ject to shipping and handling 
charges of $8 for the ¼rst book, 
plus $1 for each additional 
book to a maximum of $15. 

¶ shipping (elsewhere on 
earth): Please contact Gas-
pereau Press for details. 

¶ general terms: Books 
described as “limited edi-
tions” (including limited-
edition bindings of trade titles, 
letterpress-printed titles and 
Devil’s Whim chapbooks) may 
not be returned and are avail-
able at a 20% discount only. 
Net payment is due within 30 
days. Books may be returned 
to Gaspereau Press for credit 
three months aÀer the invoice 
date and within 12 months of 
the invoice date, provided they 
are in resaleable condition 
and free of retailers’ stick-
ers, marks or other damage. 
Returned books that do not 
meet these conditions will be 
returned to customers at their 



Titles Forthcoming in 2017

Gaspereau Press is pleased to announce new 
poetry collections by the following authors

GEORGE CLARKE

ALLAN COOPER

SUE GOYETTE

ASLINN HUNTER

ALISON SMITH

JOHN TERPSTRA

*

Gaspereau Press will also be publishing  
the following non-¼ction works:

KRISTINE TORTORA
Carl Dair and the Cartier Typeface:  

Selected Correspondence

PETER SANGER  
A book-length essay on the  

photography of Thaddeus Holownia

SEAN HOWARD
So Many Boys All Doing Right:  

A Tribute to Charles Sorley (1895–1915)
letterpress limited edition

*

There’s more. Stay tuned.
www.gaspereau.com



this catalogue was prepared for press
and set in type by andrew steeves. it was  
printed offset under the direction of 

gary dunfield at gaspereau press.

the cover was handprinted by  
andrew steeves.

 
the typefaces are eric gill’s bunyan,  

revived by patrick griffin and   
bill troop at canada type, 

and martin majoor’s  
scala sans.

*

gaspereau press limited ¶ gary dunfield & 
andrew steeves ¶ printers & publishers

Literary Out�tters & Cultural Wilderness Guides
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Canada b4n 2m7
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